
Tuesday 13th March saw the Y8  

football team go across to the home of 

football in the district at West Riding 

County FA in Woodlesford. This was to 

play in the final of the West Yorkshire 

Schools Cup 

The boys arrived early for the fixture 

and did their cup final walk on the 

pitch pre match to get them in the 

mood for this massive fixture. The  

opponents for the day were Roundhay 

from Leeds who turned up looking 

very professional and ready for a good 

fight! The team talk was all about  

ensuring the high press and having a 

good attitude like the all conquering 

Manchester City.  

SBSJ started the game really well with 

plenty of aggression and speed making it really difficult for Roundhay to string a couple of 

passes together without having it taken from them. The pressure was constant and this told  

after 10 minutes when Dom Kirton stole the ball from the central defender and passed it to 

Alex Rushworth who smashed home from the angle!    

Again SBSJ piled on the pressure from the kick off and this again caused a sloppy pass from 

Roundhay and allowed Adrian Mangdulabnan to slip in Kirton to open his account with a neatly 

placed finish.    

SBSJ then continued to press the Roundhay defence  and even their coach was getting worried 

and continually shouting for his team to go long overtime they received the ball. This showed 

how SBSJ were really taking the game to their opponents like they had in their previous fixture 

hitting them for 12. This pressure told again with Kirton putting the goalkeeper under pressure 

taking the ball from him and slotting into an empty goal!    

Roundhay came into the game with a neat passage of football and scored a shock goal from 

distance!    

SBSJ responded immediately with a lovely piece of football built from the back which was turned 

home by Ian Abe at the back post making the game  

 

The second half was a much tighter affair with some good football being played by both teams 

and at times the scene looking like a WW1 battlefield with bodies strewn all over the pitch in 

cramp and tiredness. The pitch was a monster for both sets of players and this told as the pace 

of the game slowed. SBSJ then showed their class  and got the better of a faltering Roundhay 

with Mangdulabnan being slipped through and he applied the finish in emphatic style.   

Again a carbon copy move of number 5 set Mangdulabnan free and he put the afterburners on 

to leave the Roundhay defence for dead and slide the ball under an advancing keeper.    

 

 

The boys have brought home the first piece of county silverware of the season and this is a  

significant piece as I don’t think this trophy has been won by SBSJ or St Bede’s for a number of 

years! Not only have the boys taken a major trophy but the attitude and behaviour whilst  

playing in this trophy has been exceptional. This makes this victory all the more sweeter!!  

Thanks Liam (Pep) King  
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The PE department would appreciate any donations of  

SBSJ PE kit or trainers (any size) that may no longer be needed.  

It is helpful to use as spare kit for  students who forget theirs. 

Please hand in to any member of the PE department.  

Over the past few years this 

fixture has been one of the 

toughest in the Football  

calendar for the Year 10 A team. Thornton have been well organised and physical. 

We knew we had a tough test and it proved that way.  

In the long history of our College the fixtures against Thornton have generally been close and 

this game was no exception.  

SBSJ started brightly with Jacob McLoughlin using his excellent first touch and physical strength 

to put Jacob Slater through on goal after only 2 minutes of play. Jacob made a good first touch 

and slotted home to put SBSJ in front. This set the tone for some good possession football from 

SBSJ, with Alfie Barker pulling the strings in midfield to allow the talented Louis Fialdini and the 

relentless Joel Crawford space on either wing. This stretched Thornton and SBSJ were  

dominating the game. After a hazy run by Joel Crawford down the right, he found Jacob Slater 

who managed to volley home the pinpoint cross. Thornton had a couple of half chances but 

goal keeper Tom Doyle was sharp in his decision making and sniffed out any danger quickly. 

The back four of Ikenna Obassi, Darwin King, Taylen Siree and new captain Harvey Weston-Beyer 

were well organised but a moment of complacency meant that Thronton pulled a goal back just 

before half time and confidence seemed to drain from the lads. The half time whistle couldn't 

come quick enough in all honesty.  

The second half saw the introduction of Joseph Kirton in the defence and what an impression he 

made. He was strong in the tackle and had excellent vision for the pass ahead. He has  

cemented his place in the A Team squad for the coming season and he will be looking to start 

games after this performance.  

In the second half Jake Larvin was given the job of man marking Thornton's best midfielder and 

he did an outstanding job for the team. Jake worked his socks off to minimize Thorntons threat 

and he has a few 'war wounds' to prove it. When Sam Chewins was introduced to shore up the 

right side of the defence, Jacob McLoughlin moved to a more attacking position. He proceeded 

to do what he does best and drive the ball forward. Out of the blue, Thornton pumped forward 

a long pass which they finished from no where. Most school teams would have folded at this 

point but not SBSJ. The last ten minutes of the game were SBSJ moving the ball round the pitch 

quickly, utilising some outstanding movement from Darwin King to ensure we kept possession 

of the ball, this resulted in a great cross by Louis Filadini and Jacob McLoughlin headed home 

from 5 yards to ensure SBSJ left with a win! 

Some notable performances today were:   

 Harvey Weston-Beyer - His first game as Captain was superb,  

mistake free and full of confidence. 

 Darwin King - Controlled play and kept the ball moving  

Man of the Match: Joel Crawford - whose industry, resilience and resolve 

meant that he was always a threat on the Thornton goal.  

A great start to the season by the Year 10 'A Team' . Well done to all.  

Report by Mr Hargreaves 
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Last night saw the 

first ever competitive 

girl’s rugby team play their first tournament. We were the largest team 

that attended with 13 girls on the team. The girls where really nervous 

as most of the team had only been playing rugby for the last 6 weeks 

and this was going to be there first ever game.  

There were four schools that we played 

we beat Settle College and Oakbank but 

got beaten by Brighouse and Lightcliffe Academy. All of the 

girls where making some great tackles and passes, especially 

Makayla Davis, Eve Nutter and Rhiannon Menic. The girls 

where reading the play well and breaking the line and driving 

towards the try line. We just need to work on our defensive 

line and line speed rather than following the ball sometimes.  

 

They all played very well and enjoyed the tournament. We 

have got another one next week at Bradford Salem and the 

following week at West Park Leeds. The girls are improving 

every session. For the girls to be able to go up against 

schools that have been playing for a lot longer and have girl’s 

rugby in their curriculum, they did an amazing job and I am 

extremely proud of them all.  

Report by Miss Dundas 

Irina Osei 

Olivia Moorhouse 

Afsara Bibi 

Jannet Ara 

Isobel Naylor 

Makayla Davis 

Eve Underwood 

Eve Nutter 

Ffion Billingham 

Jennifer Cummings 

Auguste Konovaite 

Rhiannon Menic 

Olivia Thompson 

As you're all aware our U15 boys/mixed Water Polo team reached this years Championship  

National Final, which is the first time in history. The final was originally to be played on the 3rd 

March in London but due to the horrendous weather was postponed (only at the last minute).  

It was then rescheduled for Thursday 8th March at Northampton which only give us 3 days to 

organise ourselves but we did it! We were all set to go Thursday morning with plenty of time to 

get to Northampton until we woke up to the snow! 

So not only had we been snowed off once for this Final but now the snow was trying to stop us 

a second time! We knew the final this time would be happening as the other schools had not 

been hit with any snow. Determined not to let the 

weather gods stop this U15 SBSJ Water Polo 

team from being part of this special and historic 

day, the students and myself attempted to make 

our way to school. For myself it was a short and 

disastrous attempt as I had to abandon my car. At 

this point in the morning I was getting phone calls 

by the minute hoping we could still try attempt to 

get there, however as you can all appreciate at 

7:30-8am it wasn't looking hopeful. 

All looked lost and I was sat in my abandoned car 

coming to terms with the fact that we weren't  

going to be able to the get to the Final. The  

organisers were gutted when I rung them and 

were trying to give every suggestion possible 

which also included delaying the tournament an hour for us. I was about to call it and give up 

when a much needed inspirational phone call from Mr Utting which gave me the push I needed 

to see if it would be possible and safe to get us there.  

The adventure begun and we turned our focus to Bradford Interchange where the team fought 

to get themselves there for the train. Some managed to get a lift, some a bus, one got a train 



in, one walked and someone even did a bit of running (I wont mention names but I know it was 

a very tough run). Time was ticking and slowly but surly we all got there just in time. At this 

point the team and myself were feeling a roller-coaster of emotions but we were on our way and 

on our  1st train of 4 which was going to get us there for 2pm meaning we would have been an 

hour late. Keeping with the theme of the day we had a hiccup as there was a delay in our 2nd 

train, meaning we missed our next connection. However just like in a game when we are down 

we regrouped and went again. We found another train which took us a different route than  

originally planned and had to run to the other end of the station but we got there, however this 

meant we were now going to be two hours late. The tournament had begun but everyone there 

was very understanding and once all the other schools played their initial games they were  

willing to wait until we arrived. We pulled into Northampton station where one of the other 

schools had their minibus waiting to take us to the tournament. 

 

So from beginning our effort from early this morning we finally arrived and was greeted with 

plenty of hugs, handshakes and a round of applause for the effort we had put in to get there. 

With the delays it meant we had to play our games back to back which obviously wasn't ideal but 

we all agreed we were just happy that we were finally there. 

 

SBSJ  1 - 3  Trinity School, Croydon 

SBSJ  2 - 7  Dulwich College 

SBSJ  1 - 5  Haberdasher's Aske's for Boys 

 

Unfortunately the results didn't go our 

way but under the circumstances  

I couldn't ask for any more out of the 

team. We were naturally disappointed as 

we felt we could have done better but the 

entire team played their hearts out and give it everything they had. This team made history just 

for reaching the final and are now ranked 6th in the country!  

 

I just want to finish off by saying that today has reminded just exactly why I do what I do. This 

group of young people have always made me proud but today was the icing on the 

cake! Against all the odds and when we could have easily thrown in the towel, these guys said 

no, not happening. A 12 hour round trip which included god knows hoe many lifts from parents, 

8 trains, 2 taxis, 1 minibus and a ridiculous amount of running through stations we got all the 

way to the final and back. Even though it was not the most ideal situation and the results were 

not what we hoped for, this experience will stay with us all forever and in many years to come 

we will be able to look back and think 'wow, we did that.'  

 

A big thank you to the guys behind the scenes in Russell Firth and Sarah Ison, you've been 

amazing as always. Also to Mr J Utting who has given me fantastic and much  

needed support throughout all this! To the guys at the tournament itself, who's patience and  

understanding was truly admirable. Finally to the most important people of all, the students and 

parents of the team, without you none of this would have been possible. Your attitude and  

dedication is unquestionable and I thank you all from the bottom of my heart for what you 

achieved today. You all made my job 10x easier and even though it was tough I think in the end 

we thoroughly enjoyed the experience. As I have said on many occasions you really do make me 

proud! 

Well done to all involved. You are true champions and you can achieve anything if you have the 

right mental attitude!  


